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ABSTRACT
Existing storage systems using hierarchical directory tree do not
meet scalability and functionality requirements for exponentially
growing datasets and increasingly complex queries in Exabyte-level
systems with billions of files. This paper proposes semantic-aware
organization, called SmartStore, which exploits metadata semantics of files to judiciously aggregate correlated files into semanticaware groups by using information retrieval tools. Decentralized
design improves system scalability and reduces query latency for
complex queries (range and top-k queries), which is conducive to
constructing semantic-aware caching, and conventional filenamebased query. SmartStore limits search scope of complex query to
a single or a minimal number of semantically related groups and
avoids or alleviates brute-force search in entire system. Extensive
experiments using real-world traces show that SmartStore improves
system scalability and reduces query latency over basic database
approaches by one thousand times. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study implementing complex queries in large-scale
file systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Fast and flexible metadata retrieving is a critical requirement in
the next-generation data storage systems serving high-end computing [1]. As the storage capacity is approaching Exabytes and
the number of files stored is reaching billions, directory-tree based
metadata management widely deployed in conventional file systems [2, 3] can no longer meet the requirements of scalability and
functionality. For the next-generation large-scale storage systems,
new metadata organization schemes are desired to meet two critical goals: (1) to serve a large number of concurrent accesses with
low latency and (2) to provide flexible I/O interfaces to allow users
to perform advanced metadata queries, such as range and top-k
queries, to further decrease query latency.
In the next-generation file systems, metadata accesses will very
likely become a severe performance bottleneck as metadata-based
transactions not only account for over 50% of all file system operations [4, 5] but also result in billions of pieces of metadata in
directories. Given the sheer scale and complexity of the data and
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metadata in such systems, we must seriously ponder a few critical
research problems [6, 7] such as “How to efficiently extract useful
knowledge from an ocean of data?", “How to manage the enormous number of files that have multi-dimensional or increasingly
higher dimensional attributes?", and “How to effectively and expeditiously extract small but relevant subsets from large datasets to
construct accurate and efficient data caches to facilitate high-end
and complex applications?". We approach the above problems by
first postulating the following.
• First, while a high-end or next-generation storage system can
provide a Petabyte-scale or even Exabyte-scale storage capacity containing an ocean of data, what the users really want
for their applications is some knowledge about the data’s behavioral and structural properties. Thus, we need to deploy
and organize these files according to semantic correlations of
file metadata in a way that would easily expose such properties.
• Second, in real-world applications, cache-based structures
have proven to be very useful in dealing with indexing among
massive amounts of data. However, traditional temporal or
spatial (or both) locality-aware methods alone will not be effective to construct and maintain caches in large-scale systems to contain the working datasets of complex data-intensive
applications. It is thus our belief that semantic-aware caching,
which leverages metadata semantic correlation and combines
pre-processing and prefetching that is based on range queries
(that identify files whose attributes values are within given
ranges) and top-k Nearest Neighbor (NN) queries1 (that locate k files whose attributes are closest to given values), will
be sufficiently effective in reducing the working sets and increasing cache hit rates.
Although state-of-the-art research, such as Spyglass [8], reveals
that around 33% of searches can be localized into a subspace by exploiting the namespace property (e.g., home or project directory),
it clearly indicates that a larger portion of queries must still be answered by potentially searching the entire file system in some way.
The lack of effectiveness of exploiting spatial and temporal localities alone in metadata queries lies in the fact that such kind of localities, while generally effective in representing some static properties (e.g., directory and namespace) and access patterns of files,
fail to capture higher dimensions of localities and correlations that
are essential for complex queries. For example, after installing or
updating software, a system administrator may hope to track and
1
Given a clear context in the paper, we will simply use top-k
queries in place of top-k NN queries.

find the changed files, which exist in both system and user directories, to ward off malicious operations. In this case, simple temporal
(e.g., access history) or spatial locality (e.g., directory or namespace) alone may not efficiently help identify all affected files, because such requests for a complex query (range or top-k query) in
turn need to check multi-dimensional attributes.
In a small-scale storage system, conventional directory-tree based
design and I/O interfaces may support these complex queries through
exhaustive or brute-force searches. However, in an Exabyte-scale
storage system, complex queries need to be judiciously supported
in a scalable way since exhaustive searches can result in prohibitively
high overheads. Bigtable [9] uses a static three-level B+ -tree-like
hierarchy to store tablet location information, but is unable to carry
out and optimize complex queries as it relies on user selection and
does not consider multiple replicas of the same data. Furthermore,
the inherent performance bottleneck imposed by the directory-tree
structure in conventional file system design can become unacceptably severe in an Exabyte-scale system. Thus, we propose to leverage semantic correlation of file metadata, which exploits higherdimensional static and dynamic attributes, or higher-dimensional
localities than the simple temporal or spatial locality utilized in existing approaches.
Semantic correlation [10] comes from the exploitation of highdimensional attributes of metadata. To put things in perspective,
linear brute-force approach uses 0-dimensional correlation while
spatial/temporal locality approaches, such as Nexus [11] and Spyglass [8], use 1-dimensional correlation, which can be considered
as special cases of our proposed approach that considers higher dimensional correlation. The main benefit of using semantic correlation is the ability to significantly narrow the search space and
improve system performance.

1.1 Semantic Correlation
Semantic correlation extends conventional temporal and spatial
locality and can be defined within a multi-dimensional attribute
space as a quantitative measure. Assuming that a group Gi (1 ≤
i ≤ t) from t ≥ 1 groups contains a file
semantic correlation
P fj , P
can be measured by the minimum of ti=1 fj ∈Gi (fj − Ci )2
where Ci is the centroid of group Gi , i.e., the average values of
D-dimensional attributes. The value of (fj − Ci )2 represents the
Euclidean distance in the D-dimensional attribute space. Since the
computational costs for all attributes are unacceptably high in practice, we use a simple but effective semantic tool, i.e., Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [12, 13] to generate semantically correlated
groups as shown in Section 3.
The notion of semantic correlation has been used in many systems designs, optimizations and real-world applications. In what
follows we list some examples from recent studies by other researchers and by our group, as well as our preliminary experimental
results, to evidence the strong presence and effective use of semantic correlation of file metadata.
The semantic correlation widely existing in real systems has been
observed and studied by a sizeable body of published work. Spyglass [8] reports that the locality ratios are below 1% in many given
traces, meaning that correlated files are contained in less than 1%
of the directory space. Filecules [14] reveals the existence of file
grouping by examining a large set of real traces where 45% requests
from all 11,568,086 requests visit only 6.5% files from all 65,536
files that are sorted by file popularity. Measurement of large-scale
network file system workloads [15] further verifies that fewer than
1% clients issue 50% file requests and over 60% re-open operations
take place within one minute.
Semantic correlation can be exploited to optimize system perfor-

mance. Our research group has proposed metadata prefetching algorithms, Nexus [11] and FARMER [16], in which both file access
sequences and semantic attributes are considered in the evaluation
of the correlation among files to improve file metadata prefetching
performance. The probability of inter-file access is found to be up
to 80% when considering four typical file system traces. Our preliminary results based on these and the HP [17], MSN [18], and
EECS [19] traces further show that exploiting semantic correlation
of multi-dimensional attributes can help prune up to 99.9% search
space [20].
Therefore, in this paper we proposed a novel decentralized semanticaware metadata organization, called SmartStore [21], to effectively
exploit semantic correlation to enable efficient complex queries for
users and to improve system performance in real-world applications. Examples of the SmartStore applications include the following.
From a user’s viewpoint, range queries can help answer questions like “Which experiments did I run yesterday that took less
than 30 minutes and generated files larger than 2.6GB?"; whereas
top-k queries may answer questions like “I can not accurately remember a previously created file but I know that its file size is
around 300MB and it was last visited around Jan.1, 2008. Can
the system show 10 files that are closest to this description?".
From a system’s point of view, SmartStore may help optimize
storage system designs such as de-duplication, caching and prefetching. Data de-duplication [22, 23] aims to effectively and efficiently
remove redundant data and compress data into a highly compact
form for the purpose of data backup and archiving. One of the key
problems is how to identify multiple copies of the same contents
while avoiding linear brute-force search within the entire file system. SmartStore can help identify the duplicate copies that often
exhibit similar or approximate multi-dimensional attributes, such
as file size and created time. SmartStore exploits the semantic correlations existing in the multi-dimensional attributes of file metadata and efficiently organizes them into the same or adjacent groups
where duplicate copies can be placed together with high probability
to narrow the search space and further facilitate fast identification.
On the other hand, caching [24] and prefetching [25] are widely
used in storage systems to improve I/O performance by exploiting
spatial or temporal access locality. However, their performance in
terms of hit rate varies largely from application to application and
heavily depends on the analysis of access history. SmartStore can
help quickly identify correlated files that may be visited in the near
future and can be prefetched in advance to improve hit rate. Taking
top-k query as an example, when a file is visited, we can execute a
top-k query to find its k most correlated files to be prefetched. In
SmartStore, both top-k and range queries can be completed within
zero or a minimal number of hops since correlated files are aggregated within the same or adjacent groups to improve cache accuracy as shown in Section 5.3.

1.2 SmartStore’s Contributions
This paper makes the following key contributions.
• Decentralized semantic-aware organization scheme of file
system metadata: SmartStore is designed to support complex query services and improve system performance by judiciously exploiting semantic correlation of file metadata and
effectively utilizing semantic analysis tools, i.e., Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [13]. The new design is different
from the conventional hierarchical architecture of file systems based on a directory-tree data structure in that it removes the latter’s inherent performance bottleneck and thus
can avoid its disadvantages in terms of file organization and

query efficiency. Additionally and importantly, SmartStore is
able to provide the existing services of conventional file systems while supporting new complex query services with high
reliability and scalability. Our experimental results based on
a SmartStore prototype implementation show that its complex query performance is more than one thousand times
higher and its space overhead is 20 times smaller than current
database methods with a very small false probability.
• Multi-query services: To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study to design and implement a storage architecture to support complex queries, such as range and top-k
queries, within the context of ultra-large-scale distributed file
systems. More specifically, our SmartStore can support three
query interfaces for point, range and top-k queries. Conventional query schemes in small-scale file systems are often concerned with filename-based queries that will soon be
rendered inefficient and ineffective in next-generation largescale distributed file systems. The complex queries will serve
as an important portal or browser, like the web or web browser
for Internet and city map for a tourist, for query services in
an ocean of files. Our study is a first attempt at providing
support for complex queries directly at the file system level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the SmartStore system design. Section 3 presents details of design and implementation. Section 4 discusses some key issues.
Section 5 presents the extensive experimental results. Sections 6
presents related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

SMARTSTORE SYSTEM

The basic idea behind SmartStore is that files are grouped and
stored according to their metadata semantics, instead of directory
namespace, as shown in Figure 1 that compares the two schemes.
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Figure 1: Comparisons with conventional file system.
This is motivated by the observation that metadata semantics can
guide the aggregation of highly correlated files into groups that in
turn have higher probability of satisfying complex query requests,
judiciously matching the access pattern of locality. Thus, query and
other relevant operations can be completed within one or a small
number of such groups, where one group may include several storage nodes, other than linearly searching via brute-force on almost
all storage nodes in a directory namespace approach. On the other
hand, the semantic grouping can also improve system scalability
and avoid access bottlenecks and single-point failures since it renders the metadata organization fully decentralized whereby most
operations, such as insertion/deletion and queries, can be executed
within a given group.
We further present the overview of the proposed SmartStore system and its main components respectively from user and system
views with automatic configuration to match query patterns.

2.1 Overview
A semantic R-tree as shown on the right of Figure 1 is evolved
from classical R-tree [26] and consists of index units (i.e., non-leaf
nodes) containing location and mapping information and storage
units (i.e., leaf nodes) containing file metadata, both of which are
hosted on a collection of storage servers. One or more R-trees may
be used to represent the same set of metadata to match query patterns effectively. SmartStore supports complex queries, including
range and top-k queries, in addition to simple point query. Figure 2
shows a logical diagram of SmartStore that provides multi-query
services for users while organizes metadata to enhance system performance by using decentralized semantic R-tree structures.
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Figure 2: SmartStore system diagram.
SmartStore has three key functional components: 1) the grouping component that classifies metadata into storage and index units
based on the LSI semantic analysis; 2) the construction component that iteratively builds semantic R-trees in a distributed environment; 3) the service component that supports insertion, deletion
in R-trees and multi-query services. Details of these and other components of SmartStore are given in Section 3.

2.2 User View
A query in SmartStore works as follows. Initially, a user sends
a query randomly to a storage unit, i.e., a leaf node of semantic Rtree. The chosen storage unit, called home unit for this request,
then retrieves semantic R-tree nodes by using either an on-line
multicast-based approach or an off-line pre-computation-based approach to locating the corresponding R-tree node. Specifically, for
a point query, the home unit checks Bloom filters [27] stored locally in a way similar to the group-based hierarchical Bloom-filter
array approach [28] and, for a complex query, the home unit checks
the Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) [26] to determine the
membership of queried file within checked servers. An MBR represents the minimal approximation of the enclosed data set by using multi-dimensional intervals of the attribute space, showing the
lower and the upper bounds of each dimension. After obtaining
query results, the home unit returns them to the user.

2.3 System View
The most critical component in SmartStore is semantic grouping,
which efficiently exploits metadata semantics, such as file physical and behavioral attributes, to classify files into groups iteratively. These attributes exhibit different characteristics. For example, attributes such as access frequency, file size, volume of
“read" and “write" operations are changed frequently, while some
other attributes, such as filename and creation time, often remain
unchanged. SmartStore identifies the correlations between differ-

ent files by examining these and other attributes, and then places
strongly correlated files into groups. All groups are then organized
into a semantic R-tree. These groups may reside in multiple metadata servers. By grouping correlated metadata, SmartStore exploits
their affinity to boost the performance of both point query and complex queries.
Figure 3 shows the basic steps in constructing a semantic R-tree.
Each metadata server is a leaf node in our semantic R-tree and can
also potentially hold multiple non-leaf nodes of the R-tree. In the
rest of the paper, we refer to the semantic R-tree leaf nodes as storage units and the non-leaf nodes as index units.
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Figure 3: Storage and index units.

2.4 Automatic Configuration to Match Query
Patterns
The objective of the semantic R-tree constructed by examining
the semantic correlation of metadata attributes is to match the patterns of complex queries from users. Unfortunately, in real-world
applications, the queried attributes will likely exhibit an unpredictable characteristics, meaning that a query request may probe
an arbitrary d-dimensional (1 ≤ d ≤ D) subset of D-dimensional
metadata attributes. For example, we can construct a semantic Rtree by leveraging three attributes, i.e., file size, creation time and
last modification time, and then queries may search files according
to their (file size), (file size & creation time), or other combinations of these three attributes. Although using a single semantic
R-tree can eventually lead to the queried files, the system performance can be greatly reduced as a result of more frequently invoking the brute-force-like approach after each failed R-tree search.
The main reason is that a single semantic R-tree representing three
attributes may not work efficiently if queries are generated in an
unpredictable way.
In order to efficiently support complex queries with unpredictable
attributes, we develop an automatic configuration technique to adaptively construct one or more semantic R-trees to improve query
accuracy and efficiency. More R-trees with each being associated with a different combination of multi-dimensional attributes
provide much better query performance, but require more storage
space. The automatic configuration technique thus must optimize
the tradeoff between storage space and query performance. Our
basic idea is to configure one or more semantic R-trees to adaptively satisfy complex queries associated with an arbitrary subset
of attributes.
Assume that D is the maximum number of attributes in a given
file system. The automatic configuration first constructs a semantic
R-tree according to the available D-dimensional attributes to group
file metadata, and counts the number of index units, N O(ID ), generated in this R-tree. It then constructs another semantic R-tree using a subset (i.e., d attributes) and records the number of generated
index units, N O(Id ). When the difference in the number of index

units between the two semantic R-trees, |N O(ID ) − N O(Id )|, is
larger than some pre-determined threshold, we conjecture that these
two semantic R-trees are sufficiently different, and thus are saved
to serve future queries. Otherwise, the R-tree constructed from d
attributes will be deleted. We repeat the above operations on all
subsets of available attributes to configure one or more semantic Rtrees to accurately cover future query patterns. For a future query,
SmartStore will obtain query results from the semantic R-tree that
has the same or similar attributes. Although the cost of automatic
configuration seems to be relatively high, we use the number of
index units as an indicator to constrain the costs. Some subsets
of available attributes may produce the same or approximate (by
checking their difference) semantic R-trees and redundant R-trees
can be deleted. In addition, the configuration operation occurs relatively infrequently on the entire file system.
These multiple R-trees covering different common subsets of all
attributes will thus be able to serve the vast majority of queries. For
the unlikely queries with attributes beyond these common subsets,
the semantic R-tree constructed from D-dimensional attributes will
be used to produce a superset of the queried results. The penalty
is to further refine these results by either brute-force pruning or
utilizing extra attributes that, however, are generally unknown in
advance.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the design and implementation of
SmartStore, including semantic grouping, system reconfigurations
such as node insertion and deletion, and point and complex queries.

3.1 Semantic Grouping
3.1.1 Statement and Tool
S TATEMENT 1 (S EMANTIC G ROUPING OF M ETADATA ). Given
file metadata with D attributes, find a subset of d attributes (1 ≤
d ≤ D), representing special interests, and use the correlation
measured in this subset to partition similar file metadata into multiple groups so that:
• A file in a group has a higher correlation with other files in
this group than with any file outside of the group;
• Group sizes are approximately equal.
Semantic grouping is an iterative process. In the first iteration,
we compute the correlation between files and cluster all files whose
correlations are larger than a predetermined admission constant ε1
(0 ≤ ε1 ≤ 1) into groups. All groups generated in the first iteration are used as leaf nodes to construct a semantic R-tree. The
composition of the selected d-dimensional attributes produces a
grouping predicate, which serves as grouping criteria. The
semantic grouping process can be recursively executed by aggregating groups in the (i − 1)th-level into the ith-level nodes of the
semantic R-tree with the correlation value εi (0 ≤ εi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤
H), until reaching the root, where H is the depth of the constructed
R-tree.
More than one predicate may be used to construct semantic groups.
Thus, multiple semantic R-trees can be obtained and maintained
concurrently in a distributed manner in a large-scale distributed
file system where most files are of interests to arguably only one
or a small number of applications or application environments. In
other words, each of these semantic R-trees may possibly represent
a different application environment or scenario. Our objective is to
identify a set of predicates that optimize the query performance.

File metadata with D attributes can be represented as a D-dimensional into a new group if their correlation value is larger than a predefined
semantic vector Sa = [S1 , S2 , · · · , SD ]. Similarly, a point query
admission threshold ε1 . When a node has correlation values larger
can also be abstracted as Sq = [S1 , S2 , · · · , Sd ] (1 ≤ d ≤ D). In
than ε1 with more than one node, the one with the largest correlathe semantic R-tree, each node represents all metadata that can be
tion value will be chosen. These groups are recursively aggregated
accessed through its children nodes. Each node can be summarized
until all of them form a single one, the root of R-tree. In the seby a geometric centroid of all metadata it represents. The attributes
mantic R-tree, each tree node uses Minimum Bounding Rectangles
used to form semantic vectors can be either physical ones, such as
(MBR) to represent all metadata that can be accessed through its
creation time and file size, or behavioral ones, such as process ID
children nodes.
and access sequence. Our previous work [16] shows that combinThe above procedures aggregate all metadata into a semantic Ring physical and behavioral attributes improves the identification
tree. For complex queries, the query traffic is very likely bounded
of file correlations to help improve cache hit rate and prefetching
within one or a small number of tree nodes due to metadata seaccuracy.
mantic correlations and similarities. If each tree node is stored on
We propose to use Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [12, 13] as
a single metadata server, such query traffic is then bounded within
a tool to measure semantic correlation. LSI is a technique based
one or a small number of metadata servers. Therefore, the proposed
on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [29] to measure seSmartStore can effectively avoid or minimize brute-force searches
mantic correlation. SVD reduces a high-dimensional vector into a
that must be used in conventional directory-based file systems for
low-dimensional one by projecting the large vector into a semantic
point and complex queries.
subspace. Specifically, SVD decomposes an attribute-file matrix
3.2 System Reconfigurations
A, whose rank is r, into the product of three matrices, i.e., A =
U ΣV T , where U = (u1 , . . . , ur ) ∈ Rt×r and V = (v1 , . . . , vr ) ∈
3.2.1 Insertion
Rd×r are orthogonal, Σ = diag(σ1 , . . . , σr ) ∈ Rr×r is diagonal,
and σi is the i-th singular value of A. V T is the transpose of maWhen a storage unit is inserted into a semantic group of stortrix V . LSI utilizes an approximate solution by representing A
age units, the semantic R-tree is adaptively adjusted to balance the
with a rank-p matrix to delete all but p largest singular values, i.e.,
workload among all storage units within this group. An insertion
Ap = Up Σp VpT .
operation involves two steps: group location and threshold adjustA metadata query for attribute i can also be represented as a sement. Both steps only access a small fraction of the semantic R-tree
t×p
mantic vector of size p, i.e., the i-th row of Up ∈ R . In this
in order to avoid message flooding in the entire system.
way, LSI projects a query vector q ∈ Rt×1 onto the p-dimensional
When inserting a storage unit as a leaf node of the semantic RT
semantic space in the form of q̂ = UpT q or q̂ = Σ−1
p Up q. The
tree, we need to first identify a group that is the most closely related
inverse of the singular values is used to scale the vector. The simito this unit. Semantic correlation value between this new node and
larity between semantic vectors is measured as their inner product.
a randomly chosen group is computed by using LSI analysis over
Due to space limitation, this paper only gives basic introduction to
their semantic vectors. If the value is larger than certain admisLSI and more details can be found in [12, 13].
sion threshold, the group accepts the storage unit as a new member.
While there are other tools available for grouping, such as KOtherwise, the new unit will be forwarded to adjacent groups for
means [30], we choose LSI because of its high efficiency and easy
admission checking. After a storage unit is inserted into a group,
implementation. The K-means [30] algorithm exploits multi-dimensional the MBR will be updated to cover the new unit.
attributes of n items to cluster them into K(K ≤ n) partitions.
The admission threshold is one of the key design parameter to
While the process of iterative refinement can minimize the total
balance load among multiple storage units within a group. It diintra-cluster variance that is assumed to approximately measure the
rectly determines the semantic correlation, membership, and size
cluster, the final results’ heavy dependence on the distribution of
of a semantic group. The initial value of this threshold is deterthe initial set of clusters and the input parameter K may potentially
mined by a sampling analysis. After inserting a new storage unit
lead to poor quality of the results.
into a semantic group, the threshold is dynamically adjusted to keep
The semantic grouping approach is scalable to support aggrethe semantic R-tree balanced.
gation operations on multiple types of inputs, such as unit vector
and file vector. Although the following sections mainly show how
3.2.2 Deletion
to insert/delete units and aggregate correlated units into groups, the
The deletion operation in the semantic R-tree is similar to a deleapproach is also applicable to aggregating files based on their multition in a conventional R-tree [26]. Deleting a given node entails addimensional attributes that construct file vectors.
justing the semantic correlation of that group, including the value of
group vector and the multi-dimensional MBR of each group node.
3.1.2 Basic Grouping
If a group contains too few storage units, the remaining units of this
group are merged into its sibling group. When a group becomes a
We first use LSI to determine semantic correlation of file metachild node of its former grandparent in the semantic R-tree as a redata and group them accordingly. Next we present how to formusult of becoming the only child of its father due to group merging,
late and organize the groups into a semantic R-tree.
its height adjustment is propagated upwardly .
First, we calculate the correlations among these servers, each
of which is represented as a leaf node (i.e., storage unit). Given N
3.3 On-line Query Approach
metadata nodes storing D-dimensional metadata, a semantic vector
We first present on-line approaches to satisfying range, top-k and
with d attributes (1 ≤ d ≤ D) is constructed by using LSI to
point query requests and then accelerate query operations by prerepresent each of the N metadata nodes. Then using the semantic
processing.
vectors of these N nodes as input to the LSI tool, we obtain the
semantic correlation value between any two nodes, x and y, among
3.3.1 Range Query
these N nodes.
Next, we build parent nodes, i.e., the first-level non-leaf node
A range query is to find files satisfying multi-dimensional range
(index unit), in the semantic R-tree. Nodes x and y are aggregated
constraints. A range query can be easily supported in the semantic

R-tree that contains an MBR on each tree node with a time complexity of O(log N ) for N storage units. A range query request can
be initially sent to any storage unit that then multicasts query messages to its father and sibling nodes in a semantic R-tree to identify
correlated target nodes that contain results with high probability.
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3.3.2 Top-K Query
A top-k query aims to identify k files with attribute values that
are closest to the desired query point q. The main operations are
similar to those of a range query. After a storage unit receives a
query request, it first checks its father node, i.e., an index node, to
identify a target node in the semantic R-tree that is most closely
associated with the query point q. After checking the target node,
we obtain a M axD that is used to measure the maximum distance
between the query point q and all obtained results. M axD also
serves as a threshold to improve the query results. Its value is updated if a better result is obtained. By multicasting query messages,
the sibling nodes of the target node are further checked to verify
whether the current M axD represents the smallest distance to the
query point. This is to determine whether there are still better results. The top-k query results are returned when the parent node of
the target node cannot find files with smaller distance than M axD.

3.3.3 Point Query
Filename-based indexing is very popular in existing file systems
and will likely remain popular in future file systems. A point query
for filenames is to find some specific file, if it exists, among storage
units. A simple but bandwidth-inefficient solution is to send the
query request to a sequence of storage units to ascertain the existence and location of the queried file following the semantic R-tree
directly. This method suffers from long delays and high bandwidth
overheads.
In SmartStore, we deployed a different approach to supporting
point query. Specifically, Bloom filters [27], which are space-efficient
data structures for membership queries, are embedded into storage
and index units to support fast filename-based query services. A
Bloom filter is built for each leaf node to represent the filenames of
all files whose metadata are stored locally. The Bloom filter of an
index unit is obtained by the logical union operations of the Bloom
filters of its child nodes, as shown in Figure 4. A filename-based
query will be routed along the path on which the corresponding
Bloom filters report positive hits, thus significantly reducing the
search space.
A possible drawback of the above multi-query operations is that
they may suffer from potentially heavy message traffic necessary to
locate the most correlated nodes that contain queried files with high
probabilities, since a query request is randomly directed to a storage
unit that may not be correlated with the request. This drawback can
be overcome by the following proposed off-line pre-processing.

3.4 Query Acceleration by Pre-processing
To further accelerate queries, we utilize a duplication approach
to performing off-line pre-processing. Specifically, each storage
unit locally maintains a replica of the semantic vectors of all index
units to speed up the queries. Our motivation is to strike a tradeoff between accuracy and maintenance costs, as shown in Figure 5.
We deploy the replicas of first-level index units, e.g., D, E, I, in
storage units to obtain a good tradeoff, which is verified by our
experiments presented in Section 5.5. After formulating each arrival request into a request vector based on its multi-dimensional
attributes, we use the LSI tool over the request vector and semantic
vectors of existing index units to check which index unit is the most
closely correlated with the request. In this way we can discover the
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Figure 4: Bloom filters used for filename-based query.
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target index unit that has the highest probability of successfully
serving the request. The request is then forwarded directly to the
target index unit, in which a local search is performed.
Off-line pre-processing utilizes lazy updating to deal with information staleness occurring among storage units that store the replicas of the first-level index units. When inserting or deleting files
in a storage unit, its associated first-level index unit executes local
update to maintain up-to-date information of storage units that it
covers. When the number of changes is larger than some threshold,
the index unit multicasts its latest replicas to other storage units.

4. KEY DESIGN ISSUES
This section discusses key design issues in SmartStore, including node split/merge, unit mapping and attribute updating based on
versioning.

4.1 Node Split and Merge
The operations of splitting and merging nodes in semantic R-tree
follow the classical algorithms in R-tree [26]. A node will be split
when the number of child nodes of a parent node is larger than a
predetermined threshold M . On the other hand, a node is merged
with its adjacent neighbor when the number of child nodes of a
parent node is smaller than another predetermined threshold m. In
and
our design, the parameter m and M can be defined as m ≤ M
2
m can be tuned depending on the workload.

4.2 Mapping of Index Units
Since index units are stored in storage units, it is necessary and
important to map the former to the latter in a way that balances
the load among storage units while enhancing system reliability.
Our mapping is based on a simple bottom-up approach that iteratively applies random selection and labeling operations, as shown

in Figure 6 with an example of the process that maps index units
to storage units. An index unit in the first level can be first randomly mapped to one of its child nodes in the R-tree (i.e., a storage
unit from the covered semantic group). Each storage unit that has
been mapped by an index node is labeled to avoid being mapped by
another index node. After all the first-level index units have been
mapped to storage units, the same mapping process is applied to
the second-level index units that are mapped to the remaining storage units. This mapping process repeats iteratively until the root
node of the semantic R-tree is mapped. In practice, the number of
storage units is generally much larger than that of index units, as
evidenced by experiments in Section 5.5, and thus each index unit
can be mapped to a different storage unit.
The second-level index unit

The first-level
index units

Mapping
Grouping

Index units

Storage units

Figure 6: Mapping operations for index units.
Our semantic grouping scheme aggregates correlated metadata
into semantic-aware groups that can satisfy query requests with
high probability. The experimental results in Section 5 show that
most of requests can obtain query results by visiting one or a very
small number of groups. The root node hence will not likely become a performance bottleneck.

4.3 Multi-mapping of The Root Node
The potential single point of failure posed by the root node can
be a serious threat to system reliability. Thus, we utilize a multimapping approach to enhancing system reliability through redundancy, by allowing the root node to be mapped to multiple storage
units. In this multi-mapping of the root node, the root is mapped
to a storage unit in each group of the storage units that cover a different subtree of the semantic R-tree, so that the root can be found
within each of the subtrees.
Since each parent node in the semantic R-tree maintains an MBR
to cover all child nodes while the root keeps the attribute bounds of
files of the entire system (or application environment), a change on
a file or metadata will not necessarily lead to an update on the root
node representation, unless it results in a new attribute value that
falls outside of any attribute bound maintained by the root. Thus,
most changes to metadata in a storage unit will not likely lead to
an update on the root node, which significantly reduces the cost
of maintaining consistency among the multiple replicas of the root
node that needs to multicast changes to the replicas in other nodes.
Mapping the root node to all semantic groups at a certain level of
the semantic R-tree facilitates fast query services and improves system reliability. It can help speed up the query services by quickly
answering query requests for non-existing files through checking
the root to determine if the query range falls outside of the root
range.

4.4 Consistency Guarantee via Versioning
SmartStore uses a multi-replica technique to support parallel and
distributed indexing, which can potentially lead to information staleness and inconsistency between the original and replicated infor-

mation for lack of immediately updating. SmartStore provides consistency guarantee among multiple replicas by utilizing a versioning technique that can efficiently aggregate incremental index updates. A newly created version attached to its correlated replica
temporarily contains aggregated real-time changes that have not
been directly updated in the original replicas. This method eliminates many small, random and frequent visits to the index and has
been widely used in most versioning file systems [8, 9, 31].
In order to maintain semantic correlation and locality, SmartStore creates versions for every group, represented as the first-level
index unit that has been replicated to other index units. At time t0 ,
SmartStore sends the replicas of the original index units to others
and from ti−1 to ti , updates are aggregated into the ti -th version
that is attached to its correlated index unit. These updates include
insertion, deletion and modification of file metadata, which are appropriately labeled in the versions. In order to adapt to the system
changes, SmartStore allows the groups to have different numbers
and sizes of attached versions.
Versioning may introduce extra overhead due to the need to check
on the attached versions in addition to the original information
when executing a query. However, since the versions only maintain changes that require small storage overheads and can be fully
stored in memory, the extra latency of searching is usually small. In
practice, we propose to roll the version changes backwards, rather
than forwards as in Spyglass [8], and a query first checks the original information and then its versions from ti to t0 . The direct benefit of checking backwards is to timely obtain most recent changes
since version ti usually contains newer information than version
ti−1 .
SmartStore removes attached versions when reconfiguring index
units. The frequency of reconfiguration depends on the user requirements and environment constraints. Removing versions entails two operations. We first apply the changes of a version into
its attached original index unit that will be updated according to
these changes in the attached versions, such as inserting, deleting
or modifying file metadata. On the other hand, the version is also
multicast to other remote index units that have stored the replica
of original index unit, and then these remote index units carry out
the similar operations for local updating. Since the attached versions only need to maintain changes of file metadata and maintain
small size, SmartStore may multicast them as replicas to other remote servers to guarantee information consistency while requiring
not too much bandwidth to transmit small-size changes as shown
in Section 5.6.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates SmartStore through its prototype by using representative large file system-level traces, including HP [17],
MSN [18], and EECS [19]. We compare SmartStore against two
baseline systems that use database techniques. The evaluation metrics considered are query accuracy, query latency and communication overhead. Due to space limitation, additional performance
evaluation results are omitted but can be found in our technical report [20] and work-in-progress report [21].

5.1 Prototype Implementation
The SmartStore prototype is implemented in Linux and our experiments are conducted on a cluster of 60 storage units. Each storage unit has an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, 2GB memory, and highspeed network connections. We carry out the experiments for 30
runs each to validate the results according to the evaluation guidelines of file and storage systems [5]. The used attributes display access locality and skewed distribution especially for multi-dimensional

Table 1: Scaled-up HP .
request (million)
active users
user accounts
active files (million)
total files (million)

Original

TIF=80

94.7
32
207
0.969
4

7576
2560
16560
77.52
320

Table 2: Scaled-up MSN .
# of files (million)
total READ (million)
total WRITE (million)
duration (hours)
total I/O (million)

attributes.
In order to emulate the I/O behaviors of the next-generation storage systems for which no realistic traces exist, we scaled up the
existing I/O traces of current storage systems both spatially and
temporally. Specifically, a trace is decomposed into sub-traces. We
add a unique sub-trace ID to all files to intentionally increase the
working set. The start time of all sub-traces is set to zero so that
they are replayed concurrently. The chronological order among all
requests within a sub-trace is faithfully preserved. The combined
trace contains the same histogram of file system calls as the original
one but presents a heavier workload (higher intensity). The number
of sub-traces replayed concurrently is denoted as the Trace Intensifying Factor (TIF) as shown in Table 1, 2 and 3. Similar workload
scale-up approaches have also been used in other studies [28, 32].
We compare SmartStore with two baseline systems. The first
one is a popular database approach that uses a B + tree [33] to index each metadata attribute, denoted as DBMS that here does not
take into account database optimization. The second one is a simple, non-semantic R-tree-based database approach that organizes
each file based on its multi-dimensional attributes without leveraging metadata semantics, denoted as R-tree. On the other hand,
each Bloom filter embedded within an R-tree node for point query
is assigned 1024 bits with k = 7 hash functions to fit memory constraints. We select MD5 [34] as the hash function for its relatively
fast implementation. The value of an attribute is hashed into 128
bits by calculating its MD5 signature, which is then divided into
four 32-bit values. We set the thresholds of 10% and 5%, respectively for the automatic configuration described in Section 2.4 and
lazy updating of off-line pre-processing of Section 3.4.
While filename-based point query is very popular in most file
system workloads, no file system I/O traces representing requests
for complex queries are publically available. In this paper, we use a
synthetic approach to generating complex queries within the multidimensional attribute space. The key idea of synthesizing complex quires is to statistically generate random queries in a multidimensional space. The file static attributes and behavioral attributes
are derived from the available I/O traces. More specifically, a range
query is formed by points along multiple attribute dimensions and
a top-k query must specify the multi-dimensional coordinate of a
given point and the k value. For example, a range query aiming
to find all the files that were revised between time 10:00 to 16:20,
with the amount of “read" data ranging from 30MB to 50MB, and
the amount of “write" data ranging from 5MB to 8MB, can be
represented by two points in a 3-dimensional attribute space, i.e.,
(10:00, 30, 5) and (16:20, 50, 8). Similarly, a top-k query in the
form of (11:20, 26.8, 65.7, 6) represents a search for the top-6
files that are closest to the description of a file that is last revised
at time11:20, with the amounts of “read" and “write" data being
approximately 26.8MB and 65.7MB, respectively. Therefore, it
is reasonable and justifiable for us to utilize random numbers as
the coordinates of queried points that are assumed to follow either
the Uniform, Gauss, or Zipf distribution to comprehensively evaluate the complex query performance. Due to space limitation, we
mainly present the results of the Zipf distribution.

Original
1.25
3.30
1.17
6
4.47

TIF=100
125
330
117
600
447

Table 3: Scaled-up EECS .
total READ (million)
READ size (GB)
total WRITE (million)
WRITE size (GB)
total operations (million)

Original
0.46
5.1
0.667
9.1
4.44

TIF=150
69
765
100.05
1365
666

5.2 Performance Comparisons between SmartStore and Baseline Systems
We compare the query latency between SmartStore and the two
baseline systems described earlier in Section 5.1, labeled DBMS
and R-tree respectively. Table 4 shows the latency comparisons of
point, range and top-k queries using the MSN and EECS traces. It is
clear that SmartStore not only significantly outperforms but is also
much more scalable than the two database-based schemes. The
reason behind this is that the former’s semantic grouping is able
to significantly narrow the search scope, while DBMS must check
each B + -tree index for each attribute, resulting in linear brute-force
search costs. Although the non-semantic R-tree approach improves
over DBMS in query performance by using a multi-dimensional
structure to allow parallel indexing on all attributes, its query latency is still much higher than SmartStore as it completely ignores
semantic correlations.
Table 4: Query latency (in second) comparisons of SmartStore,
R-tree and DBMS using MSN and EECS traces.
Query Types TIF
120
160
120
Range Query
160
120
Top-k Query
160
Point Query

DBMS
146.7
378.6
1516.5
3529.6
4651.8
11524.6

MSN Trace
R-tree SmartStore
32.6
0.108
122.5
0.179
242.5
1.63
625.7
3.41
492.5
2.48
1528.4
4.02

EECS Trace
DBMS R-tree SmartStore
26.4 8.6
0.074
168.9 42.1
0.136
685.2 126.3
1.56
1859.1 293.1
2.87
2076.1 196.8
2.25
6519.3 571.7
3.47

We also examined the space overhead per node when using SmartStore, R-tree and DBMS, as shown in Figure 7. SmartStore consumes much less space than the R-tree and DBMS approaches, due
to its decentralized scheme and multi-dimensional representation.
SmartStore stores the index structure, i.e., semantic R-tree, across
multiple nodes, while R-tree is a centralized structure. Additionally, SmartStore utilizes the multi-dimensional attribute structure,
i.e., semantic R-tree, while DBMS builds a B + -tree for each attribute. As a result, DBMS has a large storage overhead. Since
SmartStore has a small space overhead and can be stored in memory on most servers, it allows the query to be served at the speed of
memory access.

5.3 Grouping Efficiency
The grouping efficiency determines how effectively SmartStore
can bound a query within a small set of semantic groups to improve
the overall system scalability. Figure 8 shows that most operations,
between 87.3% and 90.6%, can be served by one group, i.e., a 0hop routing distance. This confirms the effectiveness of our semantic grouping. In addition, since the semantic vector of one group,
i.e., the first-level index unit in the semantic R-tree, can accurately
represent the aggregated metadata, these vectors are replicated to
other storage units in order to perform fast and accurate queries locally as mentioned in Section 3.4. The observed results prove the
feasibility of the off-line pre-processing scheme, which can quickly
direct a query request to the most correlated index units.
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the field of information retrieval [35]. Given a query q, we denote T (q) the ideal set of K nearest objects and A(q) the actual
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Figure 10: Recall of complex queries using HP trace.
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Figure 10 shows recall values of complex queries, including range
and top-k (k=8) queries, for the HP trace. We observe that a top-k
query generally achieves higher recall than a range query. The main
reason is that top-k query in essence is a similarity search, thus targeting a relatively smaller number of files. We also notice that requests following a Zipf or Gauss distribution obtain much higher
recall values than those following a uniform distribution. This is
because under a Zipf or Gauss distribution, files are mutually associated with a higher degree than under uniform distribution.

We evaluate the accuracy of complex queries by using the “Recall" measure and of point query by the false probability of Bloom
filters.

5.4.1 Point Query
SmartStore can support point query, i.e., filename-based indexing, through multiple Bloom filters stored in index units as described in Section 3.3.3. Although Bloom filter-based search may
lead to false positives and false negatives due to hash collisions and
information staleness, the false probability is generally very small.
In addition, these false positives and false negatives are identified
when the target metadata is accessed. Figure 9 shows the hit rate
for point query. It is observed that over 88.2% query requests can
be served accurately by Bloom filters.
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Figure 9: Average hit rate for point query.

5.4.2 Complex Queries
We adopt “Recall" as a measure for complex query quality from
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Figure 11: Optimal thresholds.
We study the impact of system size on the optimal thresholds, as
shown in Figure 11. Recall that Section 1.1 defines
a quantitative
P
P
measure of semantic correlation, denoted by ti=1 fj ∈Gi (fj −
Ci )2 , that, when minimized using LSI-based computation, results
in the corresponding optimal threshold. Figure 11(a) shows the
optimal threshold as a function of the number of storage units. Figure 11(b) shows the optimal thresholds at different levels of the
semantic R-tree. We examine the query accuracy by measuring the
recall measure when executing 2000 requests composed of 1000
range and 1000 top-k queries, as show in Figures 12. These requests are generated based on the Gauss and Zipf distribution respectively. Experimental results show that SmartStore maintains
a high query accuracy as the number of storage units increases,
demonstrating the scalability of SmartStore.
We compare on-line and off-line query performance in terms of
query latency and number of messages as a function of the system scale as shown in Figure 13. Figure 13(a) compares the query
latency between two methods, as described in Section 3.4, under
a Zipf distribution. The on-line method identifies the most correlated storage unit for the query requests by multicasting mes-
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sages; whereas, the off-line method stores semantic vectors of the
first-level index units in advance to execute off-line LSI-based preprocessing to quickly locate the most correlated index unit. Figure 13(b) compares the number of internal network messages produced by the on-line and off-line approaches when performing complex queries. We observe that the off-line approach can significantly reduce the total number of network messages.
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Figure 14: Versioning overhead in space and access latency.
Figure 14(a) shows the average required space in each index unit.
The space overhead is tightly associated with the version ratio. If
the ratio is 1, it is called a comprehensive versioning, and every
change results in a version, thus requiring the largest storage space.
When the ratio is increased, changes usually are aggregated to produce a version to reduce space overhead. The extra space overhead
on the whole is acceptable since most existing computers can be
expected to provide at least 2GB memory that is sufficient for versions.
Figure 14(b) shows the extra latency incurred verifying query results in the versions. Compared with the entire query latency, the
additional versioning latency is no more than 10%. The reason is
that all versions only need to record small changes stored in memory and we use rolling backward to reduce unnecessary checking
on stale information.
SmartStore uses versioning and updates aggregated changes to
maintain consistency and improve query accuracy. Tables 5 and 6
show the recalls of range and top-k queries with and without versioning, as a function of the number of queries, for the MSN and
EECS traces. Experimental results confirm that SmartStore with
versioning can significantly improve query accuracy.
Table 5: Recall of range and top-k queries using MSN.
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Figure 13: Performance comparisons using on-line and off-line.

5.6 Overhead and Efficiency of Versioning
Using versioning to maintain consistency among multiple replicas of the root and index nodes of the semantic R-tree, as described
in Section 4.4, introduces some extra costs, i.e., extra space and latency, since SmartStore needs to store versions that are checked for
quickly locating query results.
Similar to evaluating the versioning file systems [31], we adjust
the version ratio, i.e., file modification-to-version ratio, to examine the overhead introduced by versioning. Figure 14 shows the
versioning overhead in terms of required space and latency when

Range Query
Versioning
K=8
Versioning
Range Query
Versioning
K=8
Versioning
Range Query
Versioning
K=8
Versioning

1000
86.2
93.5
90.5
96.7
90.5
96.8
95.8
100
91.2
100
96.5
100

2000
85.7
92.7
89.7
96.4
89.3
95.9
94.2
99.6
90.5
99.2
95.1
100

3000
84.5
92.2
87.4
96.2
88.6
95.2
93.5
99.3
89.3
98.8
94.3
100

4000
83.2
91.6
86.2
95.8
87.7
94.8
92.4
99.1
88.7
98.6
93.6
99.8

5000
82.8
91.1
85.8
95.6
86.4
94.3
91.6
98.8
87.3
98.5
92.6
99.6

6. RELATED WORK
We compare SmartStore with state-of-the-art approaches in contentbased search, directory subtree partitioning and database solution.

6.1 Content-based Search
One of the most prevalent metadata queries is content-based query
by examining the contents and pathnames of files, such as attributebased naming in the Semantic file system [36] and content-based
search tool in Google Desktop [37]. However, the efficiency of

Table 6: Recall of range and top-k queries using EECS.
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1000
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95.2
90.2
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88.2
96.3
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100
89.6
99.7
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100

3000
84.6
94.8
89.8
97.1
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96.1
94.2
99.8
87.5
99.4
94.8
100

4000
83.2
94.6
87.4
96.6
85.5
95.7
92.3
99.5
86.7
98.9
93.5
100

5000
81.5
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85.6
96.2
83.1
95.5
91.1
99.1
84.8
98.6
92.7
99.7

scale file systems.
• Application Environments: DBMS often assumes dedicated
high-performance hardware devices, such as CPU, memory,
disk and high-speed networks. Unfortunately, real-world applications, such as portable storage and personal devices, provide limited capacity to support complex queries for managing metadata.
• Attribute Distribution: DBMS treats file attributes equally
and assumes uniform distribution of their values, ignoring
skewed distribution of file metadata. A case in point is that
DBMS considers file pathnames as a flat string attribute and
ignores the locality of namespace.
• Access Locality: Database techniques generally cannot take
full advantage of important characteristics of file systems,
such as access locality and “hot spot" data, to enhance system
performance.

content-based search heavily depends on files that contain explicitly understandable contents, while ignoring file context that is utilized by most users in organizing and searching their data [38].
Furthermore, typical techniques successful for the web search, such
as HITS algorithm [39] and Google search engine [40], leverage
tagged and contextual links that do not inherently, let alone explicitly, exist in large-scale file systems.

Database research community has argued that existing DBMS
for general-purpose applications would not be a “one size fit all"
solution [44] and improvements may result from semantic-based
designs [45].

6.2 Directory-based Subtree Partitioning

7. CONCLUSION

Subtree-partitioning based approaches have been widely used in
recent studies, such as Ceph [3], GIGA+ [41], Farsite [2] and Spyglass [8]. Ceph [3] maximizes the separation between data and
metadata management by using a pseudo-random data distribution
function to support a scalable and decentralized placement of replicated data. Farsite [2] makes the improvement on distributed directory service by utilizing tree-structured file identifiers that support dynamically partitioning on metadata at arbitrary granularity.
GIGA+ [41] extends classic hash-tables to build file system directories and uses bitmap encoding to allow hash partitions to split
independently, thus obtaining high update concurrency and parallelism. Spyglass [8] exploits the locality of file namespace and
skewed distribution of metadata to map the namespace hierarchy
into a multi-dimensional K-D tree and uses multi-level versioning
and partitioning to maintain consistency. However, in its current
form, Spyglass focuses on the indexing on a single server and cannot support distributed indexing on multiple servers.
In contrast, SmartStore uses bottom-up semantic grouping and
configures a file organization scheme from scratch, which is in
essence different from the above subtree-partitioning approaches
that often exploit semantics of already-existing file systems to organize files. Specifically, SmartStore leverages semantics of multidimensional attributes, of which namespace is only a part, to adaptively construct distributed semantic R-trees based on metadata semantics and support complex queries with high reliability and fault
tolerance. The self-configuration benefit allows SmartStore to flexibly construct one or more semantic R-trees to accurately match
query patterns.

The paper presents a new paradigm for organizing file metadata
for next-generation file systems, called SmartStore, by exploiting
file semantic information to provide efficient and scalable complex queries while enhancing system scalability and functionality.
The novelty of SmartStore lies in it matches actual data distribution
and physical layout with their logical semantic correlation so that
a complex query can be successfully served within one or a small
number of storage units. Specifically, this paper has three main
contributions. (1) A semantic grouping method is proposed to effectively identify files that are correlated in their physical attributes
or behavioral attributes. (2) SmartStore can very efficiently support
complex queries, such as range and top-k queries, which will likely
become increasingly important in the next-generation file systems.
(3) Our prototype implementation proves that SmartStore is highly
scalable, and can be deployed in a large-scale distributed storage
system with a large number of storage units.

6.3 Database Solution
Researchers in the database field aim to bring database capacity
to Petabyte scales with billions of records. Some database vendors
developed parallel databases to support large-scale data management, such as Oracle’s Real Application Cluster database [42] and
IBM’s DB2 Parallel Edition [43], by using a complete relational
model with transactions. Although successful for managing relational databases, existing database management systems (DBMS)
do not fully satisfy the requirements of metadata search in large-
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